Century Longmai at Mobile Asia Expo

This article on Mobile Asia
Expo (MAE) demonstrates the biggest
developments from the event held at
Shanghai New International Expo
Centre (SNIEC) Pudong district,
Shanghai, China on 11th to 13th June,
2014.
As it’s always critical for
technology to extend to targeted
market, more than 240 companies
showcased their goods, games and
services and were able to experience
exciting new mobile devices,
wearable
technologies,
mobile
applications, back-end solutions,
games, accessories. The expo really
offered much exposure to what
technology has for us in the 21st
century.
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The obvious and expected
technological innovations like a
connected city, connected living,
several major mobility and security
trends were at display and guaranteed
attendees experience Near Field
Communication (NFC) technology
with demos were information and
transactions (like ticket booking,
shopping, etc) are exchanged through
mobile.
Again, the new technology
trends like BYOD, Cloud services,
oneAPI or all-in-one sign on), in-car
Digital Video, Global Positioning
Systems (GPS), and much more
innovations from both Chinese and
other international companies also
proved success in video use over
cellular and Wi-Fi networks and their
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exciting
results
implementations.
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We think the marketplace for
digital applications is gaining much
interest for a society to live digital
trusting fully managed strong
authentication solutions already or yet
to be on the market because two

factor authentications (2FA) and
multi-factor authentication (MFA)
tricks in management systems
proactively address key mobile
privacy challenges.
We hope found this valuable and
engaging.
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We stay in front to ensure that new technology trends in digital security - providing
extended and advanced security solutions to our customers.
Century Longmai Technology Limited is the driving force behind the digital
security – as one of the leading high-tech enterprises in China providing our
customers with solutions for software protection, strong authentication, and
electronic document management system.
Longmai has always been in pursuit of advanced technologies as our core target
and self-developed six series of products i.e. mLock, mToken, mOTP, meDocs,
mReader, and mCard. Our products are widely used in software, finance,
government, transportation, telecom and gaming industries.
Founded in 2003, Century Longmai has its headquarters in Beijing, China.

Protect information security with innovative technology
Our Vision: Satisfy customer demands & based on technology innovation
Company Culture: Innovation, Dedication, Professional, and Integrity
Our Mission:
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